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Ed Robertson is an award-winning author/journalist who
divides his time between collaborative writing and editing,
and hosting and producing his weekly radio show, TV
Confidential. He has had eight books published covering
such genres as biography, media and entertainment,
including Maverick: Legend of the West (“a notable
work of television journalism,” according to the Nassau
Herald) and Thirty Years of The Rockford Files, a
behind-the-scenes history of the groundbreaking,
influential and Emmy Award-winning detective series
starring James Garner. In addition, Ed has written for The
New York Times, Media Life Magazine, The Wave
Magazine and other media venues, including Columbia
House Video Library, Highbury House Communications
and the TalkAmerica Radio Network.
As a result of his books on film and television, Ed has been tapped as a consultant,
researcher and onscreen commentator for several television documentaries, including
”Hollywood Maverick,” an hour-long look at the career of James Garner that airs
regularly on the Biography Channel and Turner Movie Classics; “Who Shot J.R.?: The
Dallas Phenomenon,” a featurette produced by Warner Bros. Home Video; and
“Married With Children: A Look Back,” which airs about three times a year on The
Biography Channel.
Ed is also an accomplished ghostwriter and editor with a proven track record for
producing books, articles and other content for publishers, agents, companies, and
individual authors. His collaborations include The Ethics of Star Trek, an engaging
blend of pop culture and classic philosophy that he co-authored with Indiana State
University professor Judith Barad; Voice of Reason, a best-selling book of political
commentary by National Radio Hall of Fame nominee Ronn Owens; the memoirs Keep
on Keeping On and Unfulfilled Dreams; and Once Upon a Time: Elvis and Anita:
Memories of My Mother by Jonnita Brewer Barrett, the daughter of singer Anita Wood
and former NFL All-Pro Johnny Brewer.
Since 2008, Ed has produced and hosted TV Confidential, a syndicated radio talk
show that takes listeners behind the scenes of network and cable television, featuring
interviews with special guests from the world of entertainment. TV Confidential is heard
every week on several stations; archives of previous shows are available online at
www.tvconfidential.net.
Ed Robertson is a member of the Authors Guild, the American Society of Journalists
and Authors, and the Association of Ghostwriters.

